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47Right Tools. Right Location. Right Time.

Wireline Capsule Gun Accessories
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TOP SUB PART NUMBERS
Gun Size (in)[mm] Top Sub Cap Screw Nut

1-11/16 [43] 0215-168-001 BHCS-0037-24-0075 0215-000-004

2-1/8 [54] 0215-212-001 BHCS-0037-24-0075 0215-000-004

Due to the geometry and weight distribution of long 
capsule gun strings, the charge strips tend to flex and 
twist as it is run in hole. This can affect the performance 
of the shaped charges and hinder the retrieval of the 
gun string. Rollover sleeves help stabilize and line up the 

charge strip correctly to optimize gun 
performance and hardware survivability.

Detonating cord retainers are used to secure detonating  
cord onto the charge strip in areas where there are no 
shaped charges. This ensures no detonating cord is floating 

allowing it to be prone to damage.

Part Number: 0215-000-008

The loading socket assembly allows the capsule gun shaped 
charges to be lined up correctly such that detonating cord can 
be easily fed through. It also reduces the possibility of damaging 

the detonating cord as it contracts 
when exposed to downhole conditions. 

Detonating cord clips secure the detonating cord onto  
the shaped charges and detonating cord retainers. They 

come included with the shaped charges 
but can be ordered separately.

Part Number: 24-1688-001

TANDEM ADAPTER PART NUMBERS

Gun Size
(in)[mm]

1 2 3 4

Tandem Adapter Det Cord Clip Screw Cap Screw

1-11/16 [43]
2-1/8 [54]

0215-000-002 0215-000-005 SCR-BHS-ST-10-32-0.25 0215-000-003

GUN BOTTOM PART NUMBERS
Gun Size (in)[mm] Gun Bottom Cap Screw Nut

1-11/16 [43] 0215-168-003 0215-000-003 0215-000-004

2-1/8 [54] 0215-212-003 0215-000-003 0215-000-004

Gun Size (in)[mm] Part Number

1-11/16 [43] 0215-168-010

2-1/8 [54] 0215-212-010

Gun Size (in)[mm] Part Number

1-11/16 [43] 0215-168-006

2-1/8 [54] 0215-212-006

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES




